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Abstract A key challenge for models of commu-
nity ecology is to combine deterministic mechanism
and stochastic drift in a systematic, transparent and
tractable manner. Another challenge is to explain and
unify different ecological patterns, hitherto modelled in
isolation, within a single modelling framework. Here we
show that statistical mechanics provides an effective
way to meet both challenges. We apply the statistical
principle of maximum entropy (MaxEnt) to a simple
resource-based, non-neutral model of a plant commu-
nity. In contrast to previous ecological applications of
MaxEnt, our use of MaxEnt emphasises its theoreti-
cal basis in the combinatorics of sampling frequencies,
an approach that clarifies its ecological interpretation.
In this approach mechanism and drift are identified,
respectively, with ecological resource constraints and
entropy maximization. We obtain realistic predictions
for species abundance distributions as well as contrast-
ing stability-diversity relationships at community and
population levels. The model also predicts critical be-
haviour that may provide a basis for understanding de-
sertification and other ecological tipping points. Our re-
sults complement and extend previous ecological appli-
cations of MaxEnt to new areas of community ecology,
and further illustrate MaxEnt as a powerful yet simple
modelling tool for combining mechanism and drift in a
way that unifies disparate ecological patterns.
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1 Introduction
Many ecological processes are so complicated and un-
predictable that modelling them in detail is difficult
or impossible (typical examples are death, reproduc-
tion, dispersal, disturbances and the influx of vital re-
sources). For these processes it is far simpler to adopt
a stochastic approach, using probabilities to represent
their unpredictable nature (Bartlett, 1960). However, it
is not always desirable to model ecosystem behaviour
stochastically: deterministic biological mechanisms in
the form of interactions between functionally distinct
groups of organisms and their environment are thought
to underpin important aspects of ecosystem behaviour
(Vellend, 2010). When mechanisms of this kind are
known or assumed to be important, it is natural to at-
tempt to model them in a relatively detailed, determin-
istic manner. As a result, a recurring theme in theoreti-
cal ecology is the trade-off between modelling biological
details explicitly (collectively labelled “mechanism”) in
order to retain model realism versus modelling those
details stochastically (collectively labelled “drift”) in
order to avoid excessive model complexity. This forms
part of a broader, long running debate about the respec-
tive roles of biological mechanism and drift in ecology
which dates back to Darwin’s famous “entangled bank”
(Maurer, 1999; McGill et al, 2005; McGill, 2006; Adler
et al, 2007; McGill and Nekola, 2010; Vellend, 2010;
Rosindell et al, 2012; Clark, 2012).
Without going into the specifics of this debate, it is
clear that to understand how the interplay between bi-
ological mechanism and drift governs the functioning of
ecosystems, ecological models need to combine mecha-
nistic and stochastic modelling approaches in a system-
atic, transparent and tractable manner. Yet, existing
“combined” models (e.g. stochastic resource competi-
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tion models (Tilman, 2004) or “almost neutral” mod-
els (Zhou and Zhang, 2008)) tend to be significantly
more complicated than their purely mechanistic (e.g.
Lotka-Volterra) or purely stochastic (e.g. neutral theory
(Hubbell, 2001)) counterparts. Specifically, these com-
bined models typically involve assigning probabilities
(or probability distributions) to particular variables or
processes in a largely ad hoc manner, and are generally
challenging to implement (e.g. requiring many repeated
numerical calculations with different sample values of
the stochastic variables).
In this paper, we introduce a novel approach to the
problem of modelling the interplay between mechanism
and drift in ecological communities. This approach is
based on statistical mechanics, a set of theoretical tools
originally developed in physics. In statistical mechanics,
the behaviour of a system at a given scale is predicted
as the emergent statistical outcome of the behaviour
of its constituents at smaller scales, without represent-
ing smaller-scale processes in all their detail (Landau
and Lifschitz, 1958). This distinctive “top down” per-
spective can be contrasted with the “bottom-up” rep-
resentation of community behaviour in many ecological
models explicitly in terms of organism-level processes
(e.g. stochastic birth, death and dispersal in neutral
theory). The practical advantage of statistical mechan-
ics, in physics or ecology, rests on the assumption that
only a small, restricted subset of the underlying dynam-
ics needs to be represented explicitly in order to suc-
cessfully predict system-level behaviour. It is this small
subset of the dynamics that we label “mechanism”. The
countless other details (e.g. of organismal and environ-
mental dynamics) are effectively treated stochastically
as drift. As a result, statistical mechanics provides a
natural framework for combining mechanism and drift,
by representing a few key mechanistic details explicitly
while representing the influence of other (potentially
very complicated) processes implicitly as drift.
The idea of adapting the methods of statistical
physics to ecology is far from new - Lotka proposed
this almost a century ago (Lotka, 1925, p. 39) - and
a small but growing number of ecological models have
(or proclaim to have) derived inspiration from statisti-
cal mechanics (e.g. Kerner, 1957; Lurie´ and Wagens-
berg, 1983; Alexeyev and Levich, 1997; Volkov et al,
2004; Shipley et al, 2006; Pueyo et al, 2007; Harte et al,
2008; Dewar and Porte´, 2008; Banavar et al, 2010). Yet,
in spite of their apparent similarities, these models dif-
fer considerably in both approach and area of applica-
tion, and Lotka’s proposal remains largely unexplored.
More specifically, several previous models have based
their rationale for using statistical mechanics on phys-
ical analogy (e.g. the dynamical invariants approach of
Kerner (1957)) or appeal to the more general framework
of information theory (e.g. Dewar and Porte´ (2008)).
However, the ecological interpretation of these rather
abstract approaches is not particularly transparent (for
more discussion, see section 4).
The aim of this study is two-fold. First, we seek
to introduce a statistical mechanics approach to eco-
logical modelling which is grounded solely in ecological
concepts and assumptions, without appeal to physical
analogy or information theory. In common with several
previous models we also use the principle of maximum
entropy (MaxEnt); however, we stress the theoretical
basis of MaxEnt in the combinatorics of sample frequen-
cies. This sample frequency basis for MaxEnt combines
mechanism and drift in a transparent manner.
Secondly, we aim to illustrate our approach in a
specific ecological setting, by applying MaxEnt to an
idealised, trait-based model of a plant community. The
model developed here is adapted, with significant mod-
ifications, from the general approach of Volkov et al
(2004), Dewar and Porte´ (2008) and Bertram and De-
war (2013). In the model, the land area occupied by a
plant community is uniformly divided into a large num-
ber of grid cells, each grid cell being in a state charac-
terised by one out of a finite number of possible cover
types. It is assumed that different cover types have
distinct mean-annual requirements of one critical re-
source (e.g. water or nitrogen) and that the correspond-
ing total community resource requirement balances to-
tal community resource availability when averaged over
many years. Together, these two assumptions constitute
the mechanistic element of the model. Given these bi-
ological assumptions, we then use MaxEnt to calculate
the joint probability that the different cover types have
given abundances, which effectively amounts to assum-
ing that cover type abundances vary randomly from
year to year within the constraints imposed by mean
annual resource balance. This constrained drift in cover
type abundances is reflected in the predicted joint prob-
ability distribution for cover type abundances, which
exhibits significant variability about its mean.
To evaluate the predictions of our model, we com-
pare them with well-known ecological patterns, specif-
ically species abundance distributions (SADs) and
stability-diversity relationships (i.e. the changes in
abundance variances with increasing diversity). We
also show that our model exhibits a “phase transi-
tion” corresponding to a sudden onset of desertification
i.e. a sudden increase in the fraction of non-vegetated
land area as resource availability is reduced - simi-
lar behaviour has been documented in arid ecosystems
(Scheffer et al, 2001; Ke´fi et al, 2007). Each of these
different aspects of plant ecosystem behaviour (species
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abundance patterns, stability-diversity relationships,
desertification) is important in its own right, and so it
interesting to see how our model performs in each case.
However, more importantly, these different aspects have
so far been studied largely in isolation from one another:
a huge body of ecological theory (including MaxEnt-
based models) focuses almost exclusively on abundance
patterns like SADs (McGill et al, 2007; McGill, 2010);
stability-diversity relationships have been broadly in-
terpreted in terms of scaling laws between abundance
means and variances (e.g. the portfolio effect); and dis-
cussion of ecological “catastrophic shifts” in the context
of desertification has been largely descriptive (Schef-
fer et al, 2001; Ke´fi et al, 2007). The novel contri-
bution of this study is that for the first time these
different areas of community ecology are brought to-
gether within a single MaxEnt-based model, and with
remarkable success given the simplicity of the model.
These results extend and complement previous studies
by Dewar and Porte´ (2008) and Bertram and Dewar
(2013), in which closely-related MaxEnt-based models
were used to predict other ecological patterns, includ-
ing contrasting diversity-productivity relationships at
different spatial scales, energetic equivalence and power
law self-thinning behaviour in resource-rich communi-
ties, and tree-grass co-existence patterns as a function
of water availability in tropical savannas.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2
we discuss the basic physiological assumptions of our
model as well as the joint probability distribution for
cover type abundances. The sample frequency interpre-
tation of MaxEnt is introduced with an emphasis on
how this relates to the ecological interpretation of the
cover type probability distribution, as well as the di-
vision between mechanism and drift. In section 3 we
use the model developed in section 2 to predict SADs,
stability-diversity relationships and critical behaviour
during a transition from a predominantly vegetated to a
predominantly non-vegetated state. We summarise our
conclusions in section 4. Key analytical results are given
in the main text; full mathematical details and proofs
are confined to Appendices A-E.
2 Model description
2.1 Grid cells, cover types and resource consumption
An idealised plant community occupying a fixed area
(of order 1 km2) is uniformly divided into a large num-
ber N of grid cells (of order 1 m2). Each grid cell is
occupied by either bare ground, or one out of C possi-
ble plant cover types. Cover type abundances at a given
time are denoted ni, where i = 0, . . . , C (i.e. ni is the
number of grid cells of cover type i). These abundances
satisfy
n0 + . . .+ nC = N. (1)
We assume for simplicity that the plants in the
community depend primarily on one critical resource
for survival and reproduction (e.g. water or nitrogen).
The approach can easily be generalised to multiple re-
sources. Each year different amounts R (kg/yr) of this
resource become available to the community. Averag-
ing these amounts over many years defines the mean
annual community resource availability R (henceforth
an overline denotes the mean annual average).
We assume that each cover type i requires a distinct,
fixed amount ri (kg/yr) of the resource per grid cell per
year. For example, if the critical resource is water then
ri is the annual evapotranspiration (evaporation plus
transpiration) of a grid cell of cover type i (this reduces
to evaporation alone in the case of grid cells occupied by
bare ground). For convenience, cover types are labelled
in the order of their resource use r0 < r1 < . . . < rC ,
and the scale of resource use is shifted so that r0 = 0
(i.e. subtract r0 from all resource use values so that they
represent values relative to cover type i = 0). Note that
this fixed resource use assumption implies that grid cell
resource requirements are independent of each other i.e.
a grid cell with cover type i has resource requirement ri
independently of the cover types occupying other grid
cells in the community.
In this generic model, different cover types represent
functional differences in the consumption of a critical
resource. Thus, any grid cell that uses an amount ri
of the critical resource in a given year is regarded as
belonging to cover type i in that year, regardless of
its biotic composition. Cover type differences could re-
flect broad functional categories such as grasses versus
trees or C3 versus C4 photosynthesis, different species,
different phenotypes or developmental stages within a
species, or some combination of these. Thus, our generic
approach differs from the more traditional approach of
viewing organisms as the elements of a community and
distinguishing them according to taxonomically-defined
species. In certain circumstances these approaches coin-
cide. For example, if all plants have approximately the
same size and each species has a distinct, fixed resource
requirement, then we can identify grid cells with indi-
viduals and cover types with species. However, since
the sizes of individual plants can differ considerably,
it is mathematically simpler to choose uniform grid
cells as the community elements rather than individ-
ual plants (see Bertram and Dewar (2013) for a similar
non-uniform grid cell model).
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Furthermore, it is natural to distinguish commu-
nity elements functionally from the outset in order to
capture the influence of functional differences on com-
munity structure. Differences between taxonomically-
defined species need not be the most important ones
from a functional point of view. Indeed, the relative lack
of diversity in the average traits of different species com-
pared with the trait diversity thought to be required to
sustain observed species richness is the familiar “bio-
diversity paradox” (Clark et al, 2007). In forest com-
munities, intra-specific variation may far exceed inter-
specific variation in growth-rates (Clark, 2010).
From the above assumptions, it follows that the an-
nual community resource consumption associated with
the abundance vector n = (n0, . . . , nC) is given by
r(n) = n1r1 + . . .+ nCrC . (2)
(Recall that r0 = 0). This resource consumption does
not necessarily balance the amount of that resource
made available to the community in a given year, de-
noted R. Some of the resources made available may not
be consumed (r < R) or, if the community has a reserve
of resources, more resources may be consumed than are
made available (r > R). However, we assume mean an-
nual resource balance
r = R. (3)
Equation (3) states that the mean annual rate of re-
source use by the community equals the mean annual
rate of resource supply to the community. The timescale
on which this balance may be expected to occur will de-
pend on the nature of the resource; for water, it may
be of the order of 5− 10 years.
Finally, we assume that the i = 0 cover type, which
uses the least resources, corresponds to bare ground.
This assumption is reasonable because we expect that
fewer resources will be consumed in the absence of
plants using resources for survival and reproduction.
Returning to the water example, bare ground evapora-
tion will generally be smaller than evapotranspiration
from an equivalent area of vegetated ground because
vegetation accesses deeper soil moisture to sustain tran-
spiration (Bertram and Dewar, 2013).
The resource use values r0, . . . , rC must be specified
to make quantitative predictions. To explore some illus-
trative cases, we will consider the case where resource
consumption takes the form of a power law
ri = rC
(
i
C
)γ
, (4)
and consider different choices for γ. This power law rep-
resents three qualitatively distinct regimes: uniformly
spaced ri (γ = 0); ri bunched near the greatest resource
use rC (γ < 1); and ri bunched near the bare ground
resource use r0 = 0 (γ > 1). Equation (4) is a conve-
nient parametrisation for exploring the predictions of
our model and should not be interpreted as claiming
that cover type resource use follows a neat power law
in actual communities (although relationships similar to
(4) have previously been derived from allometric scaling
arguments (Dewar and Porte´, 2008)). The cover types
present in actual communities could possibly exhibit a
more complicated resource use structure e.g. with irreg-
ular spacing between the ri, and in general the quan-
titative predictions of our model will depend to some
extent on the details of that structure. However, the
analytical results presented in section 3 are valid for
arbitrary ri. Moreover, the numerical results presented
in section 3 are largely insensitive the detailed structure
of the ri; in contrast, they do depend on major qualita-
tive differences in “bunching” as expressed by (4) with
different γ.
2.2 Predicting abundance probabilities with MaxEnt
The key quantity to be predicted from our model is the
joint probability distribution of cover type abundances;
specifically, the joint abundance sample frequency dis-
tribution (SFD) defined as the proportion of time that
the community has abundance vector n. To do so, we
apply a sample frequency formulation of the principle
of Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt), as follows.
Suppose that the grid cell abundance vector in our
plant community is measured each year over a large
number (M) of years yielding an abundance sequence
n1,n2, . . . ,nM . Then the corresponding sample fre-
quency distribution is given by p(n) = m(n)/M where
m(n) is the number of years that n appears in this se-
quence. M is assumed to be large to ensure that the
relative sample frequencies p(n) accurately reflect the
long-run average behaviour of the community.
Reordering the abundance vectors in an abundance
sequence does not change the resulting SFD, and so
a given p(n) is realised by many different abundance
sequences. Futhermore, some SFDs can be realised by
a greater number of abundance sequences than others.
In the limit where M is large, it can easily be shown
(Jaynes and Bretthorst, 2003) that the Shannon en-
tropy
H = −
∑
n0+...+nC=N
p(n) ln p(n) (5)
is a logarithmic measure of W , the number of sample
sequences that realise a given distribution p(n); specif-
ically, W → exp(MH) as M → ∞. Consequently, the
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SFD that can be realised by the greatest number of
sequences is the one that maximises H with respect
to p(n), denoted pME(n) (ME=Maximum Entropy).
Moreover, since M is large, pME(n) is realised by the
overwhelming majority of possible sample sequences.
The preceding combinatorial argument also applies
if constraints are placed on p(n), thereby restricting
the set of abundance sequences. Maximising H subject
to constraints on p(n) selects the SFD realised by the
overwhelming majority of sequences that are consistent
with those constraints.
The ecological significance of maximising H subject
to constraints on p(n) is as follows. If the abundances in
our plant community are entirely subject to the whims
of drift - i.e. if measured abundance sequences appear
to be selected at random - then the corresponding SFD
will almost certainly be equal to the unconstrained SFD
pME(n) because it represents the overwhelming major-
ity of possible sample sequences. Constraints on p(n)
represent key ecological factors that restrict the do-
main of abundance sequences within which drift can
operate. Thus, by maximising H subject to constraints
on p(n), we are effectively assuming that abundances
are governed entirely by drift within the boundaries im-
posed by the constraints. The joint abundance probabil-
ity SFD of the community is thereby decomposed into
two contributions: one due to mechanism (constraints)
and one due to drift (maximum H).
Notice that in this conception of drift, abundances
are random and independent from year to year (within
the imposed constraints). This differs from the “random
walk” conception of drift familiar in stochastic process
models, in which abundances randomly change in incre-
ments so that future abundances depend on their value
in previous years.
2.3 The role of mean annual resource balance
The unconstrained, pure drift case represented by
pME(n) does not reflect realistic community behaviour.
Indeed, pME(n) is a uniform distribution over n (anal-
ogous to the expected 50 : 50 distribution of heads and
tails in a long sequence of unbiased coin tosses); in ac-
tual communities some cover types are typically more
abundant than others on average and thus the joint
abundance SFD will not be uniform.
Within the setting of our plant community model
(section 2.1) this result is not surprising because grid
cell abundances cannot be governed by drift alone: grid
cells have different resource requirements and mean an-
nual resource balance must be satisfied. From equation
(3), this means that p(n) must satisfy∑
n0+...+nC=N
p(n)r(n) = R. (6)
(By definition, the mean annual average of any function
of n can be expressed as a statistical expectation over
the corresponding SFD p(n).) The resulting constrained
MaxEnt SFD obtained by maximising H subject only
to (6) is denoted by pME(n|R). In general, pME(n|R) is
not uniform.
Can we expect pME(n|R) to give realistic predic-
tions of abundances in our plant community? After all,
mean annual resource balance is only one (rather broad)
ecological constraint. Abundance sequences observed in
real plant communities result from complicated biolog-
ical processes, and will likely only constitute a small
subset of all sequences consistent with mean annual re-
source balance. This means that we would need to im-
pose many additional restrictions on the possible abun-
dance sequences before our restricted set of abundance
sequences would start to resemble reality. The key point
here is that we are not trying to predict the dynami-
cal evolution of n from year to year, only its long-run
statistics as encapsulated by sample frequencies. Many
of the details governing the dynamical evolution of n
are irrelevant for determining these sample frequencies,
which will primarily depend on a smaller set of domi-
nant ecological factors.
Here we assume that mean annual resource balance
expressed in terms of the resource use of different cover
types encapsulates the essential biological mechanism
underlying the abundance sample frequencies in a plant
community, and that other biological factors can be at-
tributed to drift. In the next section we will calculate
pME(n|R) and compare some of its predictions to known
ecological patterns.
3 Results
3.1 Basic model properties
The calculation of pME(n|R) is straightforward using
the method of Lagrange multipliers. We obtain
pME(n|R) = Z−1e−β(r1n1+...+rCnC) (7)
where the Lagrange multiplier β is chosen to ensure
that equation (6) holds and
Z =
∑
0≤n1+...+nC≤N
e−β(r1n1+...+rCnC) (8)
is a normalisation constant. Equation (7) implies that
changing the resource availability R, and thereby
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changing β, will alter the cover type abundance prob-
abilities. When R is close to Nr0 (its smallest possible
value consistent with (6)), β will be large and positive
and almost all grid cells will be occupied by the i = 0
bare ground cover type. Increasing R decreases β until,
when β = 0, all abundance vectors n are equally likely
i.e. pME(n|R) = pME(n). Increasing R further until it
is close to NrC (its greatest possible value consistent
with (6)) will make β large and negative and the i = C
cover type will dominate.
Since the joint distribution pME(n|R) has a simple
exponential form, if the sum over cover types could be
decoupled into independent sums over the abundance
of each cover type, it would be trivial to analytically
evaluate Z, statistical moments of pME(n|R) (means
and variances of abundance and resource use) and the
marginal distributions pi(n) for the abundance of each
cover type i. However, independent summation is not
possible because of equation (1). For example, the sum
in equation (8) runs over abundances that satisfy 0 ≤
n1+. . .+nC ≤ N . We have addressed this complication
in two ways.
First, we have derived an alternative exact expres-
sion for Z that is much easier to evaluate numerically
than the sum in equation (8) (Appendix A). Whereas
the number of terms in (8) grows exponentially with
C, our alternative expression only grows quadratically
with C. The statistical moments of pME(n|R) can then
be obtained by taking derivatives of Z with respect to
ri and β.
Second, we have applied the method of steepest de-
scent (Appendix B), a standard integral approximation
technique, to obtain approximate results for the case
when both N and C are large (say N ∼ O(103) and
C ∼ O(10) or greater). Our steepest descent approx-
imation draws inspiration from Volkov et al (2004),
where it was applied in a rather different ecological set-
ting - they did not use MaxEnt and considered an upper
bound on total community metabolic rate rather than a
fixed average. Because the steepest descent procedure is
somewhat abstract, it is more intuitive to consider the
following closely related approximation. Suppose that
the exact, fixed N requirement (1) is replaced with a
weaker constraint on the mean total grid cell abundance
N
∞∑
n0,...,nC
p(n)(n0 + . . .+ nC) = N. (9)
where sums over abundances now run from zero to infin-
ity for each cover type independently. Then, the Max-
Ent abundance SFD pME(n|R) satisfying constraints
(6) and (9) is given by
pME(n|R) ∝ e−α1n1−...−αCnC (10)
where
αi = β(ri − µ) (11)
and βµ is the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to con-
straint (9). Since abundances are now summed indepen-
dently, the marginal distribution for the abundance of
cover type i (i = 0, . . . , C) is given by
pi(n) = (1− e−αi)e−αin, (12)
and thus the mean abundances are given by
〈ni〉 = 1
eαi − 1 , (13)
while the abundance variances depend quadratically on
their mean
σ2(ni) = 〈ni〉(〈ni〉+ 1). (14)
Note that the 〈ni〉 are monotonically decreasing or in-
creasing with i depending on the sign of β: if β > 0
then 〈n0〉 > . . . > 〈nC〉, and vice versa. Furthermore,
note that µ changes when β is changed in order to keep
the mean total abundance N fixed in equation (9); thus
µ = µ(β). In particular, when β → 0, µ(β) becomes in-
finite at a rate that ensures βµ is finite and non-zero.
This ensures that equations (12)-(14) are well-behaved
when β → 0.
Equations (12), (13) and (14) are identical to the re-
sults of the steepest descent approximation apart from
two technical caveats:
1. While correlations between cover type abundances
calculated from the relaxed constraint (9) are zero,
in the steepest descent approximation these corre-
lations are nonzero and negative,
σ(ni, nj) ≈ −σ
2(ni)σ
2(nj)
〈n0〉2 + σ2(n1) + . . .+ σ2(nC) , (15)
where i, j = 1, . . . C.
2. The steepest descent approximation does not give
approximate expressions for the bare ground covari-
ances σ(n0, ni), or for the marginal probability dis-
tribution p0(n). The variance σ
2(n0) does not have
the simple form given in (14). The i = C cover type
does satisfy (12) and (14) provided that β is not
large and negative. However, in the case β → −∞
(i.e. 〈nC〉 → N), σ2(nC) will tend to zero and the
marginal probability distribution pC(n) does not
have the simple form given in (12).
In the remainder of this section, we explore some
ecological implications of the predicted abundance
probabilities pME(n|R). Many of our results are based
on the approximation (12) to (14), although these
are modified when necessary according to the above
caveats.
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3.2 Species abundance distributions
We now derive an analogue of the species abundance
distribution (SAD) from our plant model. For a given
group of organisms, the SAD gives the fraction of
species in that group with each abundance. Empiri-
cal SADs are always peaked near the least abundant
species and decrease sharply with increasing n, i.e. ob-
served ecological communities always have a few abun-
dant species and many rare ones (McGill et al, 2007).
The apparent universality of this pattern has made the
prediction of SADs a popular topic in theoretical ecol-
ogy, and many different theories have produced realistic
SADs (McGill et al, 2007). Being able to predict realis-
tic SADs can thus be regarded as a necessary require-
ment of theories that predict species abundances, but
a weak test of their validity (McGill et al, 2007).
Although our cover-type-based model does not pre-
dict taxonomic species abundances, which are necessary
to derive SADs, it does predict cover type abundance
probabilities. These probabilities can be used to calcu-
late the analogous “SAD” Φ(n) defined as the fraction
of vegetated cover types present in the community with
abundance n (n = 1, . . . , N). The bare ground (i = 0)
cover type is excluded from the definition of Φ(n) be-
cause it represents the absence of plants whereas SADs
are defined by the presence of organisms.
Suppose that our plant community has cover type
abundances n = (n0, . . . , nC) in a given year. Then, the
number of vegetated cover types with abundance n is
given by
sn(n) = δ
n
n1 + . . .+ δ
n
nC (16)
where δyx is 1 when x = y and 0 otherwise, and the total
number of cover types present is
S(n) ≡ s1(n) + . . .+ sC(n) ≤ C. (17)
Here S ≤ C reflects the possibility that not all C vege-
tated cover types will be present in all years.
Our model predicts cover type abundance proba-
bilities pME(n|R) rather than abundances in any given
year. Thus, we define Φ(n) in terms of the expected
behaviour of our plant community,
Φ(n) =
〈sn〉
〈S〉 n = 1, . . . , N (18)
where
〈sn〉 = p1(n) + . . .+ pC(n), (19)
is the expected number of cover types with abundance
n. The marginal distributions pi(n) are given in equa-
tion (12) (equation (12) is used for the i = C cover type
notwithstanding the caveats in section 3.1, because un-
der most conditions 〈sn〉 is not sensitive to the value of
pC(n) when C is large).
The expected total number of vegetated cover types
is given by
〈S〉 = 〈s0〉+ . . .+ 〈sC〉 = C −
C∑
i=1
pi(0), (20)
while the expected total number of vegetated grid cells
in the community is given by
〈NV 〉 = N − 〈n0〉 = 〈S〉
N∑
n=1
nΦ(n). (21)
In terms of species abundances, 〈S〉 is analogous to
species richness, and 〈NV 〉 is analogous to the total
number of individual organisms.
Figure 1 shows a selection of predicted SADs Φ(n)
plotted as rank abundance distributions, where rank is
given by 〈S〉(Φ(n) + Φ(n + 1) + . . . + Φ(N)) for each
abundance n. For comparison we also plot the lognor-
mal SAD
ΦLN(n) = ae
−b(lnn−c)2/n, (22)
where the constants a, b and c are fitted to an empirical
SAD for tropical forest trees on Barro Colorado Island
(BCI) which contains 21, 457 individual trees and 225
different species (Volkov et al, 2003). For consistency
with ΦLN(n), Φ(n) is calculated for C = 250 and N =
21, 500 (recall 〈S〉 ≤ C). We consider the cases γ =
1
2 , 1, 2 to explore both γ > 1 and γ < 1 in equation (4).
Figure 1 shows that for all three choices of γ, R can
be chosen such that Φ(n) is qualitatively similar to the
lognormal SAD ΦLN(n), exhibiting a similar “S” shape.
Although the species abundances expressed in ΦLN(n)
are not strictly comparable with cover type abundances,
this demonstrates that our predicted abundance pat-
terns are broadly consistent with well-known empirical
patterns of species abundance.
Interestingly, figure 1 also shows that Φ(n) changes
shape depending on the resource availability R.
Changes in SADs along environmental gradients have
been studied empirically but have received little the-
oretical attention (McGill et al, 2007). In Fig. 1 we
show how, for γ = 2, cover type abundances become
more evenly distributed as R is increased from R/N =
0.005rC to R/N = 0.33rC (which is maximally even,
in the sense that β = 0 and the expected abundances
are equal). Since higher resource availability R will be
strongly correlated with greater productivity (i.e. more
biomass), this behaviour closely resembles the empiri-
cal tendency for abundances to be more even in more
productive environments (McGill et al, 2007).
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Fig. 1 Rank abundance distributions calculated from Φ(n)
with C = 250 and N = 21, 500 for: γ = 2 and R/N =
0.33rC (upper black), R/N = 0.05rC (middle black), R/N =
0.005rC (lower black); γ = 1 and R/N = 0.9rC (blue); γ =
1
2
and R/N = 0.92rC (red). The dashed line is a lognormal SAD
fit to BCI data (21, 457 individual trees, 225 species) (Volkov
et al, 2003).
3.3 Stability-diversity relationships
In this section we discuss how variances predicted by
our model (which represent temporal variation) change
when the number of cover types C is varied. A grow-
ing number of experiments have shown that the tempo-
ral variability of community-aggregated variables, such
as total biomass, abundance or resource uptake, tend
to decrease with increases in species richness (Cardi-
nale et al, 2012). Interestingly, this behaviour occurs
in spite of increased variability for each species (pop-
ulation variability) (Tilman, 1999). Theoretical expla-
nations for this behaviour have so far been framed in
terms of three separate effects: the portfolio effect, com-
pensatory dynamics, and overyielding (Tilman, 1999).
We will discuss these three effects in turn, as well as
the population variability, and relate these to the pre-
dictions of our model.
For simplicity, in this section we assume that the
i = 0 and i = C cover types do not completely dominate
the plant community i.e. that 〈n0〉/N and 〈nC〉/N are
small compared to 1. In this case, the expected number
of vegetated cover types present in the community 〈S〉
(equation (20)) is approximately equal to C, and thus
changing C amounts to changing species richness.
It is possible to change C in different ways, with dif-
ferent results. We consider the simplest case of changing
C keeping all other model parameters constant. In gen-
eral this changes all resource use values ri according to
equation (4). This can be interpreted as changing the
cover type composition rather than adding/removing
new cover types to an existing composition of cover
types.
Our main focus will be on how changes in C affect
the variability of total vegetated abundance NV , which
is defined as the coefficient of variation of NV
VC(NV ) =
σ(NV )
〈NV 〉 (23)
where σ(NV ) =
√
σ2(NV ) (the purpose of the subscript
C will soon be apparent). The variance of NV can be
decomposed into two terms,
σ2(NV ) =
C∑
i=1
σ2(ni) +
∑
i 6=j
σ(ni, nj), (24)
where the first term is the summed variance of the veg-
etated abundances and the second is the summed co-
variance between them. Changes in VC(NV ) with C can
therefore be attributed to changes in the summed vari-
ance, the summed covariance and the expected vege-
tated abundance 〈NV 〉. These three sources of change
correspond respectively to the portfolio effect, compen-
satory dynamics and overyielding.
3.3.1 The portfolio effect
The portfolio effect is a reduction in the variability of
a sum of random variables (such as VC(NV )) as the
number of those variables (i.e. C) increases, due to an
averaging of their separate fluctuations. This effect is a
result of the way that the summed variance
∑C
i=1 σ
2(ni)
changes with C, and can thus occur in the absence of
correlations between abundances or changes in 〈NV 〉.
Consider the following simple example (Tilman,
1999). Suppose that abundance variances obey Taylor’s
power law
σ2(ni) ∝ 〈ni〉z, (25)
that the average abundances are equal 〈ni〉 = 〈NV 〉/C
and that there are no abundance covariances. Then, if
we change the number of cover types from C to C ′, the
new standard deviation σ(NV )
′ of NV satisfies
σ(NV )
′
σ(NV )
=
(
C
C ′
)(z−1)/2
. (26)
Since it is generally expected that z will lie between
1 and 2 in most ecosystems (Tilman, 1999), σ(NV )
will generally decrease when the vegetated abundance
is divided between more cover types. This decrease in
σ(NV ) will act to cause a decrease in VC(NV ).
The portfolio effect emerges from our model without
assuming equation (25) or equal expected abundances.
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In our model, equation (25) is replaced by the predicted
variances (14), which is similar to the power law (25)
with a value of z between 1 and 2. Typically the ex-
pected abundances are large (of order 10 or more) be-
cause the number of different cover types will be much
smaller than the number of grid cells N/C  1, and we
effectively have σ2(ni) ≈ 〈ni〉2 (i.e. z ≈ 2).
It can be shown (Appendices C and D) that chang-
ing C to C ′ (keeping all other parameters constant)
rescales the expected abundances (which need not be
equal) according to the relationship
C ′〈n〉′r ≈ C〈n〉r (27)
where
〈n〉r = 1
eβ(r−µ) − 1 (28)
is the continuous version of equation (13) (so that
〈ni〉 = 〈n〉ri) and 〈n〉′r denotes the expected abundances
when there are C ′ cover types. Combining (27) with
(14) gives
σ(NV )
′
σ(NV )
≈
(
C
C ′
)1/2
, (29)
similar to equation (26) when z = 2. If the expected
abundances are small (less than 1), then σ2(ni) ≈ 〈ni〉
and VC′/VC ≈ 1 so that there is no portfolio ef-
fect, similar to equation (26) when z = 1. The ratio
σ(NV )
′/σ(NV ) does not have a simple form for ex-
pected abundances intermediate between these cases
(1 ≤ 〈ni〉 ≤ 10), but since the change in variance will
also be intermediate between these cases there will be
a portfolio effect.
3.3.2 Compensatory dynamics, abundance covariances
The variance of NV also depends on the summed co-
variances
∑
i 6=j σ(ni, nj). Covariances represent com-
petitive (negative covariances) or mutually beneficial
(positive covariances) interactions between grid cells.
If the summed covariance is negative, then the overall
effect of interactions between cover types is to reduce
σ(NV ). In this case, fluctuations in the abundances of
different cover types tend to be in opposing directions
i.e. abundance dynamics are “compensatory”.
Although our model does not explicitly represent in-
teractions between grid cell, they do interact implicitly
through competition for space, because any increase in
the abundance of one cover type must be compensated
for by a decrease in the abundances of the other cover
types in order to satisfy equation (1). Accordingly, the
abundance covariances σ(ni, nj) are all negative, as re-
flected in the approximate expression (15).
Figure 2 shows an example of the predicted change
in the summed variances and covariances with C. The
summed variance decreases with C, the summed co-
variance is negative but increases with C, and the total
variance of NV (summed variance plus summed covari-
ance) also decreases. This figure is remarkably similar
to Fig. 2 in Tilman (1999), even though his results are
obtained by entirely different methods (a resource com-
petition model).
For comparison with Tilman (1999), the lowest val-
ues of C shown in Fig. 2 are small - smaller than re-
quired for the steepest descent approximation. Thus,
the exact model is solved using the alternative expres-
sion for Z derived in Appendix A (see section 3.1). Fig-
ure 2 also shows the steepest descent approximation for
the summed variance, which is in excellent agreement
with the exact results above C ≈ 10.
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Fig. 2 Components of the variance of NV (eqn. (24), nor-
malised to its maximum) versus the number of vegetated
cover types C, obtained numerically from the exact model.
Upper solid line: summed variance. Lower solid line: summed
covariance. Middle solid line: total variance (summed vari-
ance + summed covariance). Dashed line: steepest descent
(S.D.) approximation to summed variance from eqns. (13)-
(15). Here γ = 1, N = 1000 and R/N = 0.4rC .
3.3.3 Overyielding
Overyielding refers to an increase in overall commu-
nity productivity (which can be measured in biomass or
abundances) when diversity increases. Clearly, if 〈NV 〉
increases with C, this will act to reduce VC(NV ) =
σ(NV )/〈NV 〉. In our model, 〈NV 〉 will increase with C
because equation (27) implies 〈n0〉′ = CC′ 〈n0〉. Figure 3
shows this increase, and that VC(NV ) decreases more
rapidly as a result of this overyielding.
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Fig. 3 Community and population variabilities versus the
number of vegetated cover types C, obtained numerically
from the exact model. Solid line: community variability
VC(NV ), eqn. (23). Dashed line: VC(NV ) without overyield-
ing (i.e. ignoring the variation in 〈NV 〉 and dividing by the
value of 〈NV 〉 at C = 5 over the whole curve). Points: popu-
lation variabilities VC(ni), eqn. (30). Dotted line: vegetated
fraction 〈NV 〉/N . Same parameters as in fig. 2.
3.4 Population variances
As noted above, despite the observed tendency for total
variability to decrease with increasing C, the variability
for individual cover types (population variability)
VC(ni) =
√
σ2(ni)
〈ni〉 , (30)
tends to increase (Tilman, 1999). This fact is also
consistent with the above simplified portfolio example
(equations (25) and (26)) which gives
VC(ni)
′
VC(ni)
=
(
C
C ′
)z/2−1
, (31)
in the case of no overyielding (constant 〈NV 〉). Hence,
for z < 2 the population variability increases with C.
Our model gives, from equation (27),
VC(ni)
′
VC(ni)
=
√
〈n〉ri + C′C√〈n〉ri + 1 , (32)
which also increases with increasing C and coincides
with (31) in the z = 1 (small 〈ni〉) and z = 2 (large 〈ni〉)
limits. Figure 3 shows the increase in the population
variability with C.
3.5 Phase transitions, catastrophic shifts
Decreasing the resource availability R causes the pre-
dicted bare ground fraction 〈n0〉/N to increase (because
β increases), and as R→ Nr0 the entire community will
be occupied by bare ground 〈n0〉/N → 1. When N and
C are both large, this increase in 〈n0〉/N may occur
abruptly as the resource availability R crosses a critical
value. Our ecological model shares a close mathematical
connection with the standard physical model of a non-
interacting gas of bosons, which exhibits an analogous
“phase transition”(Bose-Einstein condensation).
Figure 4 shows an example of this behaviour for
two cases with γ = 0.5: a moderate-N case (C = 102
and N = 105, comparable to fig. 1); and a high-N case
(C = 105 and N = 107). It can be seen that as the nor-
malised resource availability R/NrC drops below a crit-
ical value of approximately 0.5, 〈n0〉/N suddenly begins
to increase from zero. Although the increase in 〈n0〉/N
is abrupt in both cases, it is particularly pronounced in
the high N case. In the N → ∞ limit, the gradient of
〈n0〉/N with respect to R/NrC is discontinuous at the
critical point (Appendix E).
In Appendix E we have analysed the conditions un-
der which critical behaviour will emerge in the strict
sense of the emergence of a discontinuity in the gra-
dient of 〈n0〉/N as N → ∞. This behaviour depends
crucially on how r1 − r0 changes with N . In particu-
lar, when the ri are given by equation (4), it can be
shown that critical behaviour in this strict sense is only
possible when γ ≤ 1. Although ecologically realistic val-
ues of N need not be large enough to approximate the
N → ∞ limit (e.g. the moderate N case in fig 4), r1
will still play a central role in determining the way that
〈n0〉/N changes with R.
The abrupt change predicted in our model occurs
in the rate of increase of 〈n0〉/N with R. In fig. 4, the
bare ground cover fraction 〈n0〉/N increases linearly
and continuously as R/NrC decreases below the crit-
ical point at 0.5 towards zero. This behaviour does not
represent the sudden collapse into a desert state - a sud-
den change in 〈n0〉/N itself - that has been documented
in arid ecosystems (Scheffer et al, 2001; Ke´fi et al, 2007;
Scheffer et al, 2009). However, as noted above, the be-
haviour of 〈n0〉/N depends on the choices of the re-
source use values ri, particularly r1. It is quite possible
that equation (4), which was adopted purely for the
purposes of numerical illustration, does not reflect a re-
alistic cover type composition for arid ecosystems, and
that a more realistic composition would exhibit a more
rapid increase in 〈n0〉/N below some critical point.
Figure 4 also shows that the critical point is associ-
ated with a peak in the variance of the number of bare
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ground grid cells σ2(n0). Although increased temporal
variability has been proposed as a general signature of
imminent critical transitions based on bifurcation the-
ory (Scheffer et al, 2009), few previous attempts have
been made to predict this effect in ecological models.
A notable exception is Volkov et al (2004), who pro-
posed a trait-based ecological model inspired by statis-
tical physics (but without using MaxEnt). They showed
that under certain conditions the predicted variance in
resource use exhibits a peak at a critical value. However,
the ecological interpretation of their model is quite dif-
ferent from ours, and they did not attempt to explore
the conditions necessary for critical behaviour.
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Fig. 4 Bare ground fraction 〈n0〉/N and bare ground vari-
ance σ2(n0) (normalised to its maximum) versus the nor-
malised resource availability R/NrC for γ = 0.5 and C = 102
and N = 105 (dashed); C = 105 and N = 107 (solid).
4 Conclusions
In this concluding section, we first make some further
comments on the strengths and limitations of our plant
community model. We then discuss some of the broader
issues surrounding the application of MaxEnt and sta-
tistical mechanics in ecology, including some differences
and similarities between our approach and previous
studies.
Our vegetation model is based on two major ideal-
isations: the first is that grid cell resource use covers
a discrete set of values r0, . . . , rC ; the second is that
the mean annual balance of this single resource encap-
sulates the essential biological mechanism underlying
grid cell abundance probabilities, with all other pro-
cesses underlying the exact dynamical evolution of grid
cell abundances regarded as drift.
Treating resource use discretely may seem contrived
because resource use is actually a continuous variable.
However, this discreteness is simply a way to formalise
the idea that grid cells can be regarded as function-
ally distinct if differences in their resource use are
large enough. When we specify the resource use levels
r0 < . . . < rC we are effectively specifying the resource
use differences that signify functional distinctness. The
number of plant cover types C defines the characteristic
scale of those differences (rC−r0)/C. Thus, although C
is a free parameter in our model, it has a clear meaning
as a metric of functional diversity. In contrast, a major
limitation of the unified theories of biodiversity is that
they require species richness as a pure numerical input
i.e. without any indication of what determines species
richness in the first place (McGill, 2010) (to some extent
neutral theory is an exception because species richness
is determined by a balance between the predicted neu-
tral extinction rate and the assumed speciation rate).
Note that in our model, the expected number of differ-
ent cover types present in the community 〈S〉 is pre-
dicted, not assumed.
It is certainly possible that other factors, instead
of or in addition to mean annual resource balance, are
important for determining cover type abundance prob-
abilities. Perhaps the strongest indication that mean
annual resource balance alone is not sufficient to de-
termine these probabilities is that the abundance vari-
ances predicted by our model are essentially given by
Taylor’s power law (25) with z = 2, whereas it is gen-
erally expected that z should lie between 1 and 2.
Values of 1.2 to 1.4 are typical in the Cedar Creek
grassland experiments when looking at above-ground
biomass (Tilman, 1999). These variances are a robust
feature of the model; they do not depend on particular
choices of R or the resource use values ri.
However, a key strength of the model is that it pre-
dicts a wide variety of patterns with some success, in-
cluding the qualitative changes in SADs along an envi-
ronmental gradient, stability-diversity relationships in-
cluding the opposing behaviour of community and pop-
ulation variability with diversity, and a critical tran-
sition in the bare ground fraction with decreasing re-
source availability. Furthermore, the abundance proba-
bilities p(n) can in principle be used to predict a wide
variety of other ecological patterns. For example, the
similarity in cover type composition between two local
communities (e.g. abundance correlations) which have
the same set of possible cover types (i.e. the same ri)
can in principle be obtained from the predicted p(n)
for each community. Predicting a number of different
patterns in this manner is an important and often over-
looked requirement of ecological models. Individual pat-
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terns in ecology are often open to multiple explanations
because of generic statistical effects and the inherently
limited precision and reproducibility of ecological data.
Focusing on individual patterns in isolation can there-
fore easily lead to models with narrow scope that cannot
be properly tested (and possibly rejected) - an impor-
tant lesson of the theory of SADs (McGill et al, 2007).
An obvious way to improve our plant community
model would be to impose additional constraints when
maximising H (section 2). Additional constraints may
take the form of mean annual balance of other re-
sources, similar to (6), although it is also possible
that actual abundance probabilities reflect the effects of
more complicated processes such as direct competition
for resources or interactions between multiple trophic
levels, which need not be expressible as simple average
constraints over p(n). This could potentially be an in-
teresting avenue for future research, since constraints on
MaxEnt distributions that are not simple averages are
almost entirely unexplored. However, it is impossible to
know a priori which biological details are essential for
determining abundance probabilities (and thus which
processes can be treated implicitly as drift) - this can
only be determined by agreement or disagreement of
the resulting predictions with observations.
As noted in section 1, the small number of exist-
ing ecological models that have a statistical mechan-
ics flavour differ considerably in their approaches, even
within the subset of these models that use MaxEnt (no-
tably, Kerner (1957) and Volkov et al (2004) do not use
MaxEnt). Indeed, MaxEnt can be used in two concep-
tually distinct ways: “empirically” and “theoretically”
(Dewar and Porte´, 2008; McGill and Nekola, 2010).
When used “empirically”, MaxEnt is a data analysis
method e.g. for inferring species geographic distribu-
tions from sparse presence-only data (Phillips et al,
2006). In contrast, when MaxEnt is used “theoreti-
cally”, as in statistical mechanics, it becomes the statis-
tical inference component of a model of ecosystem func-
tioning. The empirical and theoretical uses of MaxEnt
are often poorly distinguished in the literature, perhaps
not surprisingly given that the mathematics of MaxEnt
is the same in both cases. As a result, some ostensibly
“theoretical” uses of MaxEnt can be interpreted as a
sophisticated form of curve-fitting (McGill and Nekola,
2010; Bertram, 2014), much like the “empirical” appli-
cations of MaxEnt.
This problem is exacerbated by the widespread use
of the information theory interpretation of MaxEnt
(Pueyo et al, 2007; Harte et al, 2008; Dewar and Porte´,
2008). In this interpretation, constraints represent in-
formation about some variables (e.g. information about
abundances), and MaxEnt translates this information
into the unique probability distribution (representing
knowledge about the variables) that satisfies the im-
posed constraints and no others (i.e. that reflects this
information alone). If the resulting probability distribu-
tion does not agree with observations, we conclude that
the imposed constraints are invalid, or that other con-
straints are needed, or both - whatever the case, we try
a different set of constraints (different “information”).
Although some constraints may intuitively seem more
reasonable than others, there is no definite ecological
reason to prefer one set of “information” over another
apart from comparing the resulting probabilities with
data. This is reminiscent of a curve-fitting procedure,
such as regression analysis, in which the aim is to find
a mathematical relationship that captures key features
of a set of observations without there needing to be any
connections to the underlying processes.
In contrast, our sample frequency approach keeps
the ecological significance of the MaxEnt procedure to
the fore (section 2). Our constraint represents more
than abstract “information” - it is a formal statement
of mean annual resource balance. If we were to mod-
ify our constraints, we would be exploring the conse-
quences of different ecological assumptions in order to
try to understand the processes underlying a given set
of observations, a standard theoretical practise. This
distinction is not merely academic, it has definite prac-
tical repercussions. Mean annual resource balance may
or may not apply in a given community, and in princi-
ple can be verified or rejected entirely independently
of our model or of MaxEnt. Furthermore, using the
explicit sample frequency interpretation of p(n), new
constraints could be derived starting from basic eco-
logical postulates on the level of individual organisms,
at least in principle. Constraints derived in this man-
ner could be highly non-intuitive, and would be un-
likely to emerge from guessing different averages based
on what feels correct intuitively. Thus, our ecologically-
based sample frequency approach is a major distinction
from the related model presented in Dewar and Porte´
(2008), as well as the relatively well-known model of
Harte et al (2008) (another distinction is that Harte
et al (2008) is formulated at a lower resolution than
our model, directly predicting the proportion of species
with a given abundance, rather than starting at the
more detailed level of abundance probabilities p(n)).
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Appendix A: Alternative exact expression for Z
In this appendix we show that the exact expression for
Z given by equation (8), namely
Z ≡ ZC =
∑
0≤n1+...+nS≤N
exp(−β(r1n1 . . .+ rCnC))
=
N∑
n1=0
N−n1∑
n2=0
· · ·
N−n1−...−nC−1∑
nC=0
exp(−β
C∑
i=1
rini),
(33)
can be written in the numerically more convenient form
ZC =
C∑
i=1
1− xN+Ci
1− xi
1∏C
j 6=i(xi − xj)
, (34)
where xi = exp(−βei) and
∏C
j 6=i denotes the product
over all j = 1, . . . , C excluding j = i.
This result can be proved by induction on C i.e. by
showing: (i) that (34) holds when C = 1 and (ii) that
if (34) holds when there are C − 1 cover types, then it
also holds when there are C cover types. Once (i) and
(ii) are established, it follows that (34) applies for all
C.
When C = 1, (34) is the standard formula for the
sum of a geometric series, so (i) is true. To establish
(ii), we evaluate the innermost sum in the second line
of equation (33) to obtain
ZC(r1, . . . , rC) =
1
1− xC [ZC−1(r1, . . . , rC−1)
−xN+1C ZC−1(r1 − rC , . . . , rC−1 − rC)]. (35)
Then, assuming that equation (34) holds for C−1 cover
types, equation (35) implies
ZC =
C−1∑
i=1
1− xN+Ci
1− xi
1∏C
j 6=i(xi − xj)
+
1− xN+CC
1− xC Ψ (36)
where
Ψ = −
C−1∑
i=1
1∏C
j 6=i(xi − xj)
. (37)
Equation (36) must agree with equation (34) for C
cover types in order for (ii) to hold. Thus, we need to
show that Ψ = 1/
∏C
j 6=C(xC−xj) = 1/
∏C−1
j=1 (xC−xj),
or equivalently, that the function
f(xC) = Ψ(xC)
C−1∏
j=1
(xC − xj)
=
C−1∑
i=1
C−1∏
j 6=i
(xC − xj)
(xi − xj) (38)
is equal to unity. Since the product
∏C−1
j 6=i has C − 2
terms, f(xC) is a polynomial in xC of order at most C−
2. By inspection, f(xC) = 1 when xC = x1, . . . , xC−1.
Therefore, the polynomial f(xC) − 1 (which has the
same order as f(xC)) has at least C−1 roots. However,
a non-zero polynomial of order n can have at most n
roots. It follows that f(xC) − 1 is identically zero i.e.
that f(xC) is a constant with value 1. This completes
the proof of equation (34).
Appendix B: Steepest descent approximation
Here we apply the method of steepest descent to derive
a simpler approximate expression for ZC . The accuracy
of this approximation improves if N is made larger,
becoming exact in the limit N → ∞. Our technique is
adapted from Volkov et al (2004).
We start by writing the constrained sum∑
0≤n1+...+nC≤N in the form
∑∞
n1,...,nC
Θ(N−∑Ci=1 ni)
where Θ is the Heaviside step function and the
sums over n1, . . . , nC now go independently from
zero to infinity. Using the integral representation
Θ(x) = 12pii
∫
γ
ezx/zdz we have
ZC =
∞∑
n1,...,nC
exp(−β
C∑
i=1
rini)Θ(N −
C∑
i=1
ni)
=
1
2pii
∫
γ
eNz−ln z
C∏
i=1
∞∑
n=0
e(−βri−z)ndz
=
1
2pii
∫
γ
eg(z)dz, (39)
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where
g(z) = Nz − ln z −
C∑
i=1
h(βri + z), (40)
h(βri + z) = − ln
∞∑
n=0
e−(βri+z)n, (41)
and the contour of integration γ is any vertical line in
the complex plane intersecting the real axis at a positive
value.
Expanding g(z) to second order around the saddle
point z0 lying on the (positive) real axis defined by the
condition g′(z0) = 0 yields
ZC ≈ e
g(z0)√
2pig′′(z0)
, (42)
where g′(z0) = 0 implies
N =
1
z0
+
C∑
i=1
h′i (43)
with hi = h(αi) and αi = βei + z0.
The accuracy of the steepest descent approximation
relies on g being sharply peaked at z0 along the steep-
est descent contour i.e. |g′′(z0)|  1. This condition is
satisfied when N is very large. To see this, note that
g′′(z0) =
1
z20
−
C∑
i=1
h′′i , (44)
where
h′i =
1
eαi − 1 h
′′
i = −h′i(h′i + 1). (45)
Using equation (44), it can be shown that g′′(z0) > N−
1/4 by minimising g′′(z0) with respect to the variables
x0 = 1/z0 > 0 and xi = h
′
i > 0 (i = 1, . . . , C) where
x0 +
∑C
i=1 xi = N (ignoring the functional dependence
between them). Thus, for a given N the minimum in
g′′(z0) with respect to β (when the steepest descent
approximation is worst) is bounded below by N . For
the remainder of this Appendix, N is assumed to be
large.
Abundance means and variances
Equation (42) can be used to obtain simple expressions
for many statistical moments of interest provided (as
will be shown) that C is large, say C ∼ O(10) or greater
(assumed for the remainder of this Appendix).
The expected ni are given by
〈ni〉 = − 1
β
∂ lnZC
∂ei
∣∣∣∣
N,β
≈ h′i +
1
2β
∂ ln g′′(z0)
∂ei
∣∣∣∣
N,β
= h′i +
g′′′h′′i + g
′′h′′′i
2g′′2
, i = 1, . . . , C (46)
where the derivative is taken holding N and β fixed and
h′′′i = −h′′i (2h′i + 1).
The second term in (46) is obtained by taking the
derivative of equation (43) to obtain
∂z0
∂ei
∣∣∣∣
N,β
= βh′′i /g
′′(z0). (47)
This term is at most proportional to h′i/C (if N is
approximately evenly partitioned) or h′i/N (if 1/z0 is
of order N). Consequently, the mean cover type abun-
dances are given by
〈ni〉 ≈ h′i, i = 1, . . . , C (48)
and thus, from equation (43),
〈n0〉 ≈ 1/z0. (49)
The variance of ni is given by
σ2(ni) = − 1
β
∂〈ni〉
∂ei
∣∣∣∣
N,β
≈ −h′′i −
h′′2i
g′′
. (50)
Again, the second term vanishes ifN and C are large for
i = 1, . . . , C provided that β is not large and negative,
giving
σ2(ni) ≈ −h′′i i = 1, . . . , C (51)
However, as β → −∞ and the i = C cover type starts
to dominate the community (h′C ≈ 〈nC〉 → N), we have
−h′′2C /g′′ → h′′C . In this case
σ2(nC) = −h′′C −
h′′2C
g′′
if β → −∞ (52)
Note that σ2(nC)→ 0 as β → −∞; this is because the
total grid cell abundance N is fixed and so the variance
in nC must vanish in the limit that all grid cells have
cover type C.
The covariance between ni and nj is given by
σ(ni, nj) = − 1
β
∂〈ni〉
∂ej
∣∣∣∣
N,β
≈ −h
′′
i h
′′
j
g′′
. (53)
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Marginal abundance distributions
The marginal abundance distribution for cover type i
is defined by
pi(n) =
∑
ni=n
pME(n|R), (54)
where the sum is taken over all n with ni = n. Assuming
that β is not large and negative and evaluating higher
derivatives of lnZC , we obtain, as in equations (48) and
(51)
∂m lnZC
∂(−βri)m
∣∣∣∣
N
≈ ∂
mhi
∂αmi
i = 1, . . . , C, (55)
because h′′2i /g
′′ can be neglected at each stage as before.
Equation (55) defines the cumulants of pi(n), which
can be used construct a series representation of pi(n)
(an Edgeworth series). Thus, we can approximate pi(n)
with a probability distribution that has the same cu-
mulants. Consequently, we have
pi(n) ≈ (1− e−αi)e−αin i = 1, . . . , C (56)
Total resource use
The expected total resource use is given by
〈r〉 = − ∂ lnZC
∂β
∣∣∣∣
N
= 〈
C∑
i=1
rini〉 =
C∑
i=1
ri〈ni〉
≈
C∑
i=1
rih
′
i (57)
and its variance by
σ2(r) = − ∂〈r〉
∂β
∣∣∣∣
N
= σ2(
C∑
i=1
rini) =
C∑
i=1
r2i σ
2(ni) +
∑
i6=j
rirjσ(ni, nj)
≈ −
C∑
i=1
r2i h
′′
i −
(
∑C
i=1 rih
′′
i )
2
g′′
(58)
Appendix C: Continuous resource spectrum ap-
proximation
When the overall density of resource use levels C/rC
is large, we may approximate sums over species label
i with integrals over r as follows. We assume that the
resource use spectrum is “smooth” in the sense that it
can be written in the form
ri = rCg(i/C) (59)
where g is any continuous, differentiable and monoton-
ically increasing function with g(0) = 0 and g(1) = 1.
Then the the sum of any function of resource use f(ri)
can be approximated as an integral
∑
i
f(ri) ≈
∫ rC
r0
f(r)ρ(r)dr, (60)
where the density of states ρ(r) (the density of resource
use levels in the vicinity of r) is defined by
ρ(r) =
C
rCg′(g−1(r/rC))
, (61)
where g−1 is the inverse of g. For example, in equation
(4) g(i/C) = (i/C)γ and the corresponding density of
states is ρ(r) = C(r/rC)
1
γ−1/γrC .
Some care needs to be taken handling the end-
points of the resource use spectrum (i.e. r = r0 and
r = rC). When considering sums involving cover type
abundances, say f(ri) = 〈ni〉, the first or last terms
in the sum on the left of equation (60) may be large
relative to the other terms (β  0 for large 〈n0〉,
β  0 for a large 〈nC〉). This means that the func-
tion f(r) = 1/(eβ(r−µ) − 1) will be sharply peaked at
either of the endpoints. In this case equation (60) may
not be valid for ecologically realistic values of C
Furthermore, if ρ vanishes at either endpoint (be-
cause g′(x) diverges to infinity), then these potentially
large endpoint terms will not contribute to the integral
on the right of (60) and this approximation will not
be valid no matter how large C/rC . In these cases the
endpoint terms must be handled separately from the
integral. For example, if 〈n0〉 is large compared to the
other expected abundances and g(i/S) = (i/C)α where
0 < α < 1, then ρ(0) = 0 and we have
C∑
i=0
〈ni〉 ≈ 〈n0〉+
∫ rC
r0
1/(eβ(r−µ) − 1)ρ(r)dr (62)
provided that C/eC is sufficiently large.
We define a normalised density of states ρ by
ρ ≡ ρ/C (63)
where ρ(r) integrates to unity (to a good approximation
i.e. neglecting terms of order 1/C).
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Appendix D: Rescaling of abundances with
changes in C
Here we prove equation (27) assuming that C is large
enough that sums over resource use can be approxi-
mated by integrals (Appendix C), that r0, rC , R and ρ
remain fixed when C is changed, and that the propor-
tion of grid cells occupied by the i = 0 and i = C cover
types 〈n0〉/N and 〈nC〉/N are small.
We define a continuous expected abundance func-
tion by 〈n〉r = 1/(eβ(r−µ) − 1). This function is mono-
tonically decreasing for β > 0, constant when β = 0,
and monotonically increasing for β < 0. When the num-
ber of cover types in the community is changed from C
to C ′, β and µ will also change and, since R is fixed,
the resulting abundance function 〈n〉′r satisfies
C
∫ rC
r0
r〈n〉rρdr ≈ R ≈ C ′
∫ rC
r0
r〈n〉′rρdr. (64)
By assumption, 〈n0〉/N and 〈nC〉/N are small,
which implies that 〈n〉r and 〈n〉′r contribute signifi-
cantly to the integrals in (64) over the entire resource
use domain rather than being sharply peaked near the
endpoints r0 or rC . Consequently, changing C cannot
induce a relative redistribution of the expected abun-
dances 〈n〉r between resource levels as this would bias
the integrand on the right hand side of (64) in one di-
rection, violating the constancy of R. This implies
C ′〈n〉′r ≈ C〈n〉r. (65)
Note that if 〈n〉r was sharply peaked at its endpoints
r0 or rC , then the integrals in (64) will be dominated
by the behaviour of 〈n〉r and 〈n〉′r near those endpoints.
In this case the relationship between functions the 〈n〉r
and 〈n〉′r will be more complicated than the simple ratio
(65).
Appendix E: Condition for criticality
There is a close mathematical parallel between our
model and the canonical model of an ideal Bose gas. Re-
placing resource use values ri with energy levels, equa-
tions (12)-(14) are identical to the corresponding ex-
pressions for the number of bosons occupying different
energy levels. This suggests that our model may exhibit
behaviour analogous to the Bose-Einstein Condensate
(BEC) phase transition. The main difference between
our model and an ideal Bose gas in terms of its phase
transitions is that the resource use “spectrum” ri (e.g.
equation (4)) may be different from the energy spec-
trum of bosons - the dependence of ri on i could be
different, and there is a largest resource use rC (energy
spectra are usually treated as unbounded). Here we de-
termine the requirements on the ri for critical behaviour
in our model.
The total number of grid cells can be divided into
bare ground and vegetated components
N = N0(β, µ) +NV (β, µ), (66)
where, from equation (43), we haveN0 = 〈n0〉 = −1/βµ
and NV =
∑C
i=1〈ni〉 (to simplify notation we drop the
expectation brackets on 〈NV 〉). We will restrict our at-
tention to β > 0 because we are primarily interested in
the transition of the community from a primarily vege-
tated state to domination by bare ground. The follow-
ing arguments will hold for β < 0 with minor modifica-
tions, although in this case the phase transition reflects
domination by the i = C cover type rather than bare
ground.
Figure 5 shows an example ofN0(β, µ) andNV (β, µ)
as functions of µ for two fixed values of β, β = 1
and β = 2.5, with γ = 2/3 in equation (4) and
N = C = 1000. It can be seen that N0/N = −1/Nβµ is
essentially zero everywhere because Nβ  1, except for
in the close vicinity of µ = 0 where it increases sharply.
For each value of β, only one value of µ is consistent
with equation (66). This defines a relationship µ(β) for
a given N . In the case β = 1, µ(β = 1) is not close
to zero and NV ≈ N while N0/N ≈ 0. However, when
β = 2.5, NV is smaller than N for all µ, µ(β = 2.5) ≈ 0
and N0/N is not small. Between these two cases there
exists a critical case β = βc ≈ 1.96 where both NV ≈ N
and µ(βc) ≈ 0. If β is made larger than βc, the contri-
bution from N0 in (66) becomes significant. Because
the 1/Nβµ singularity is so sharp, the onset of this in-
crease in N0/N from zero is very sudden. Thus, N0/N
will increase suddenly when the mean annual resource
availability R (which determines β) drops below a crit-
ical value.
More generally, we can define βc as the solution to
the equation
NV (βc, 0) = N. (67)
The value of NV at βc can be written as
NV (βc, µc) ≡ (1− )N, (68)
where µc = µ(βc) and  = N0(βc, µc)/N . In the above
example, the critical behaviour near βc ≈ 1.96 was a
result of  being small (i.e. NV (βc, µc) ≈ N) due to
N being large. More generally, βc defined by (67) is
a critical point if and only if it is possible to make 
tend to zero in the limit N → ∞. The change in N0
at a critical point βc becomes so sudden as → 0 that
∂N0/∂β will not be continuous at βc.
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Fig. 5 Solid curves: NV (1, µ) (upper), the critical case
NV (βc ≈ 1.96, µ) (middle) and NV (2.5, µ) (lower). Dashed
curves: N0(1, µ)/N (upper) and N0(2.5, µ)/N (lower). Hori-
zontal dashed line: N = 1000. Vertical lines: µ(β = 1) (left)
and µ(β = 2.5) (right). Here ri = (
i
C
)2/3 and N = C = 1000.
For a given βc defined by equation (67), whether
βc is a critical point or not (i.e. whether it is possible
to make  tend to zero) depends on how the lowest
vegetated resource use r1 varies with N when taking
the N → ∞ limit (if at all). Specifically, β = βc is a
critical point if and only if
lim
N→∞
r1N =∞ (69)
where the limit is taken with βc held fixed. We prove
this result below.
First, we show that limN→∞ r1N =∞ implies →
0. If limN→∞ r1N = ∞, then limN→∞ r1N is either
finite or infinite. In the finite case, → 0. In the infinite
case, from the definition of , the ratio
− r1
µc
= βcr1N. (70)
is also infinite (recall βc > 0 by assumption). It fol-
lows that that NV (βc, µc) → NV (βc, 0) = N , i.e.
 → 0, because 〈n1〉 ≈ 1/(eβcr1 − 1) and similarly for
〈n2〉, . . . , 〈nC〉.
Conversely, limN→∞  = 0 implies limN→∞ r1N =
∞. Suppose that limN→∞ r1N is not infinite. Then
limN→∞ r1N = 0. From equation (70) this implies
that r1 becomes much smaller than −µc as N increases,
so that 〈n1〉 ≈ 1/(e−βcµc − 1). Thus the value of 〈n1〉
will be quite different from its value if µ is set to
zero, i.e. 1/(eβcr1 − 1). Since βc > 0, 〈n1〉 makes the
largest contribution to NV (βc, µc), which means that
NV (βc, µc) will be not be equal to NV (βc, 0) = 0. Thus,
limN→∞  = 0 is only possible if limN→∞ r1N = ∞.
This completes our proof.
Let us consider the implications of (69) in the case
of the power law resource use spectrum (4). If C/rC
is large, we have the integral approximation (Appendix
B)
N = NV (βc, 0) ≈ C
γ(βcrC)1/γ
∫ βcrC
βcr1
y1/γ−1
ey − 1 dy, (71)
where r1 = rC/C
γ . Equation (71) implies that to keep
βc fixed, N and C are related by an increasing func-
tion N = N(C) (assuming fixed rC). By evaluating the
behaviour of the integral (71) near r = r1, we obtain
r1N ∼

C1−γ if γ < 1
ln(C) if γ = 1
const. if γ > 1.
(72)
Therefore, a postive βc defined by equation (67) can
only be a critical point when γ ≤ 1.
In ecological terms, increasing N could represent di-
viding the area of the community into smaller grid cells
or increasing the total community area. In the former
case, the lowest per-grid cell vegetated resource use will
simply be divided by N , so r1N would remain con-
stant. Thus, critical behaviour is not simply an artefact
of choosing a fine grid resolution. However, r1 may de-
crease as the total community area increases because
more cover types may be possible in a larger area. In
the simplest case, r1 would just remain constant and
r1N would increase with N .
